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                                                Busy, Busy, Busy ...  
                                                     Over the past several months, the administrative and support                                
    staff have been dealing with an excessive work load which 
    has taxed the majority of available time, not to mention many 
    of us have had to deal with illness, family matters, and just 
    the everyday stuff that consumes much of our time. 
In other words, the same trials and tribulations that you all have going on in your lives as well. 

We also have had some very unexpected situations which have forced us to divert critical time away from our normal 
work assignments. In that regard, I thought that it might be helpful to provide a brief summary of just five of the more 
critical activities and issues that we have been working on. 
 
Budget and Finance  
 
Ellen and I have been working on the FY 15/16 Budget. Under normal conditions, this would be a fairly simple task. 
However, the district is significantly challenged this year due to continued reductions in revenues, in particular           
ambulance fees. The Affordable Health Care Act is taking its toll on what was once a fairly stable and predictable    
revenue source. Our state tax numbers are also less than what we had predicted or had been told we could expect.    
Combine this circumstance with an increase in expenses and, well you get the picture. We are spending a considerable 
amount of time in this area. The Budget and Revenue Task Force will be meeting to discuss options. 
 
Legislation 
 
Deputy Chief Fogerson and I have been dedicating a considerable amount of time in this area. Deputy Chief Fogerson, 
more so than I, has taken on the task of attending legislative meetings, testimony, workgroup meetings, and conference 
calls, dealing with several pieces of legislation, all with some critical impacts on the district. 
 
One of the most important issues right now is working to see if there is a way the district could recover a certain         
percentage of its Medicaid losses tied to the AHCA in the coming years. 
 
We could be talking about hundreds of thousands of dollars (refer to the preceding budget and revenue discussion if you 
don't think this is an important item). 
 
Payroll Issues 
 
Lisa Owen has spent countless hours trying to resolve payroll issues with the Douglas County Finance Department.  
Firefighter/Paramedic Roy Minor has been a huge help in this issue as well. To those being impacted, we are sorry and 
appreciate your patience as we work to sort this all out. 
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Wind Event   
We all have had our hands in the aftermath of the wind event, but Deputy Chief Eisele has probably been the one most 
impacted.  This is one of those “unexpected” issues that while unavoidable, become big consumers of time. The district 
did sustain considerable damages to facilities and vehicles. Working with insurance companies is never a fun          
proposition, but we are fortunate to have good insurance services, it just a matter of taking the time to put it all together, 
including the contracts necessary to make the repairs.   
 
EPCR and HIPPA Audit/Compliance 
Deputy Chief Soule has been working extremely hard on both these projects. Once again, projects that we have had on 
the radar, but also one’s which are very dynamic in nature and dependent on things that we may or may not have any 
control over.  Deputy Chief Soule is under some pressure to complete the HIPPA Audit/Compliance prior to his         
departure to the National Fire Academy in March for his third year in the EFO program. 
 
We have just completed the 2015 Business Plan for the District.  It is available on line under the Our Divisions,          
Administration tab at the top of the website. We are also just about ready to publish the 2014 Annual Report. The     
Business Plan is more than just a “to do” list. It sets a level of work expectation and objectives for the entire              
organization as well as for individual expectations. I hope you will all take some time to take a look at. If you would like 
to participate in any of the objectives, please let us know. 
 
We are also working on the update of the Strategic Plan. The committee has assembled and workgroups have been     
assigned. We may be a little optimistic, but our goal is to complete the update by the end of July. 
 
So, just a short run down of some of the bigger issue being worked on. While it is all part of the “job” I do hope you will 
understand why some other matters of lesser importance may not be addressed as soon as we would like to. Thank you in 
advance for your understanding and for all that you do to keep the train on the track. 

Chief’s Desk, Continued  from Page 1 

 Welcome Back Jeremy Hall and Our Newest Firefighter Aaron Leising 
I was born to Cindy Scripps and Nathan Leising in Reno, Nevada. My  child-
hood was spent on a cattle ranch in South Gardnerville where I gained       
tremendous respect for the outdoors, simple living, and most of all, hard 
work.  
After graduating Douglas High School, I attended Western Oregon  
University where I pursued a bachelor’s degree in Fire Administration/  
Emergency Management.  
During this time, I worked for various fire protection agencies in order to gain 
experience in the field I had grown to love. In 2013, I was hired by the     
Midnight Sun Hotshots in Fairbanks, Alaska. As I was preparing for a  second 
season with this crew, an unexpected job offer came from the East Fork Fire 
and Paramedic Districts. Without hesitation, I accepted this job offer. I am 
excited and optimistic about my future with this district. Most of all, I feel 
blessed and privileged to be able to serve the community I have called home.   
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               Spring Backyard Burn Information 
 

 

 

The spring 2015 non-agricultural open burning period for the East Fork Fire and Paramedic Districts will begin on    
Saturday February 28, 2015 and continue through April 26, 2015. The District has identified the need to open the burn 
season early to assist homeowners with the clean-up of debris from the recent wind event, maintenance of defensible 
space and to complete the burn season prior to the beginning of wildfire season. 

The ongoing drought and the conditions that it has brought have been two-fold. We have reaped the spoils of a very 
mild winter, making for favorable conditions that allow us to conduct open burning three weeks early. On the other 
hand, the Fire District has identified the need to close the annual spring burn season on April 26, 2015, approximately a 
month early and prior to wildfire season. 

The District requires any persons participating in open burning to 
have a current permit at the burn site prior to and during ignition. 
They must call the burn line number at the bottom of the permit 
and will be advised via a recording as to whether it is a permissive 
burn day or not, as well as the burn hours for that particular day.  

This is an informational recording only.   
The caller will not be allowed to leave a message.  

The general backyard burn line recording will be changed daily. 
The hours for burning may also be changed daily dependent upon 
the current and predicted weather conditions. Burning may start as 
early as 7:00 am and go as late as 3:00 pm with everything       
completely extinguished by 3:30 pm. 

The District will be monitoring burning activities, including site        
investigations as required, to ensure individuals are conducting 
open burning per the set regulations. Strict enforcement of the   
required burning regulations will take place, including the issuance 
of written Stop Orders and Citations for violators of the open burn 
regulations. 

Burn permits will be available beginning Friday, February 27, 2015 
and can be picked up at any fire station within the East Fork Fire 
and Paramedic Districts, at the East Fork Fire and Paramedic Districts’ administrative office located at 1694 County 
Road or the Minden Inn located at 1594 Esmeralda Avenue. In addition, the regulations can also be downloaded and 
printed from the East Fork Fire and Paramedic Districts’ website at www.eastforkfire.org in the Community Corner  
section. 

For additional information, please contact the East Fork Fire and Paramedic Districts at 775-782-9040. 

Thank you in advance for your ongoing cooperation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A thumbnail of the Spring 2015 Burn Permit.  

Download a copy via the link below. 
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TRAINING DIVISION  
       By Deputy Chief Tim Soule 

As some of you may be aware, I lost my Mother to cancer in May. Thanks to 
all of you who expressed their condolences to me and my family during this time. As I 
was working through this process with my Mom and researching about cancer, I was 
alarmed to find that the incidence of cancer in firefighters is significantly higher than 
the average population. I have known that there was an increased risk of certain types 
of cancer due to the exposures we face during fires and, to some extent, the stations. I 
have had two friends who have been felled by cancers developed within a year of their 
respective retirements, so, I decided to relate the next research project for my           
Executive Fire Officer program to firefighter cancer prevention and, below, is a summary of some of that project.   

 
There is considerable literature and scientific evidence that links occupational exposure to carcinogenic hazards 

in firefighting and which shows that firefighting, as an occupation, has a higher mortality rate and shortened life         
expectancy for cancers as compared to other occupations. In a 2013 research report in the Journal of Occupational and 
Environmental Medicine, findings were consistent with prior research that found an increase in firefighter cancer       
incidence and mortality as compared with the general public (Daniels et al., 2013). “Cancer is the most dangerous and 
unrecognized threat to the health and safety of our nation’s firefighters” ("Firefighter Cancer White Paper," 2013, p. 3).  
Firefighter exposures to carcinogens and firefighter cancer incidence and mortality is addressed in two Firefighter Life 
Safety Initiatives; Initiative #2 which states the need to “enhance the personal and organizational accountability for 
health and safety throughout the fire service” (Life Safety Initiatives Website, 2014), and Initiative #6  which states the 
need to “develop and implement national medical and physical fitness standards that are equally applicable to all     
firefighters, based upon the duties they are expected to perform” (Life Safety Initiatives Website, 2014).  

 
The predominant cancers that firefighters show a significantly higher rate of developing over non-firefighters are       
testicular cancer (100%), multiple myeloma (50%), non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (50%), skin cancer (39%), brain cancer 
(32%), prostate cancer (28%), stomach cancer (22%), and colon cancer (21%) ("Code3foracure," 2013) 
("Firefighterfacts," 2012). There is a NIOSH study currently underway studying the cancer risks for female firefighters 
and a study by the San Francisco Fire Department suggested an increase in breast cancer among female firefighters.  
Structural firefighters are exposed to many carcinogenic compounds such as benzene, diesel exhaust, soot, chloroform, 
styrene and formaldehyde. The two primary routes of exposure are through respiration and absorption, entering the body 
of a firefighter through the lungs and through the skin. Exposures to these carcinogens, and others, may occur in the 
“hotzone”, in the vicinity of the fire and in quarters. Additional exposures may come from hazardous materials response 
and wildland firefighting. Research has shown that there is up to a 400% increase in dermal absorption for every 5     
degree increase in skin temperature ("Firefighter Cancer White Paper," 2013). Some of the highest exposures may come 
during structural firefighting activities when skin temperature and dermal absorption are at their highest. 

Finally, there may be as much as a 20 year lag time between exposure to carcinogenic materials and the         
appearance of malignancies which is known as the latency period ("Firefighter Cancer White Paper," 2013). 

 
Now that I have your attention, let’s put this data into context; not every firefighter will develop cancer. The risk of  
developing cancer is a combination of an individual’s genetic predisposition, modifiable and non-modifiable risk factors 
(Walker, 2007). Non-modifiable risk factors are items outside of our control, such as age, race, or gender, which may be 
correlated to higher incidences of cancer. Genetic pre-disposition is also a form of a non-modifiable risk factor since we 
cannot change our genetic make-up or family history which may increase the risk for cancer development. Modifiable 
risk factors, however, are ones which we can influence through environmental controls and changes in our behavior to 
reduce the risk of cancer. Conversely, without change, these behaviors lead to higher incidences of certain types of    
cancer. These behaviors include the use of tobacco products, the over use of alcohol, sun exposure, poor and/or sugar 
rich diet and lack of exercise. Prevention strategies focus on these types of behaviors; encouraging behaviors that are 
shown to limit, and discouraging behaviors which enhance, the potential for development of cancers. Additional         
prevention strategies advocate the use of environmental controls which limits exposure to carcinogens. 

Continued on Page 5 
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Behaviors and environmental controls which can reduce the risk of developing cancers include: 
 

1. Stop using tobacco products. 

2. Use sunscreen or sunblock. 

3. Follow a good diet and exercise. 

4. Everything in moderation. 

5. Wear SCBA from initial attack through the 

completion of overhaul. 

6. Wash and clean your PPE, including gloves, 

hood and helmet, after every fire. 

7. Use the exhaust removal systems in the sta-

tions. 

8. Protect your PPE from vehicle exhaust. 

9. Do not carry contaminated PPE in your personal vehicle 

and, whenever possible, limit the contamination in the cab of 

the apparatus by conducting a gross decon of your PPE after 

every fire. 

10. Do not allow PPE in your home or living quarters. 

11. Clean the cab of the apparatus after every fire. 

12. Decontaminate in the field when possible focusing on high 

dermal absorption areas such as the face, neck, underarms 

and hands. 

13.  Upon return home or to quarters, shower after every fire. 

14. Change your clothes and wash them after every fire. 

 
One additional behavior may not prevent the development of cancers in firefighters but will limit the impact. Including 
cancer screening as a part of one’s annual physical may lead to an earlier cancer diagnosis resulting in increases in  
survival and decreases in overall costs to the healthcare system, the fire department and families. 
 
I would encourage everyone to go on-line and complete a short survey that will provide additional data specific to East 
Fork Fire and Paramedic Districts; https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/2KCFNRL. The potential by-products of this 
research are changes in some of our SOP’s to reflect preventative practices in overhaul, PPE, decon, exposure records 
and documentation, etc … Exposure records are essential, especially in states, like Nevada, with presumptive cancer 
legislation for firefighters ("Firefighter Cancer White Paper," 2013).  
 
Thanks for reading, examine those modifiable behaviors that you can control, and make a commitment to change what 
you can.  Your family and your fire department family will thank you! 
 
Stay safe out there ... 
Chief Soule 

Training Division, Continued from Page 4 
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    by John Babcock 
 

 
The East Fork Fire and Paramedic Districts Occupational Safety Committee has long been established to provide an   
important link in issues regarding occupational safety and establishes an important relationship between the Committee, 
management and emergency response personnel, both career and volunteer. The underlying purpose is the development 
and maintenance of a safe work environment. This is accomplished by recommending to management new and revised 
safety policies and procedures, recommending corrective action toward personnel safety inquiries, evaluating the cause 
of accidents or injuries based on reporting criteria, evaluating trends and conditions, assist in evaluating equipment    
purchases and specifications specific to safety related issues and standards, as well as other duties as assigned. 
 
Composition of the Committee consists of four (4) appointed members, two appointed by EFFPEA, two appointed by 
VFCAB, plus the District Chief, or designee. The Committee is currently chaired by Deputy Chief Tim Soule, with 
Committee members Volunteer Chiefs Dave Thomas and John Babcock along with career staff members FF/PM      
Jonathan Plumer and FF/PM Nick Summers. The Committee is supported by Training/Safety Captain Larry Goss (soon 
to be replaced by Captain Nick Agorastos) with administrative support provided by Toni Braga. The committee meets at 
a minimum of once per quarter.  
 
The Committee has had some significant accomplishments over the past 18 months with the adaption of procedures   
related to hearing protection, respiratory protection, PPE maintenance and cleaning, incident and training firefighter   
rehabilitation. Investigations were conducted in regards to the federal recall of wildland fire shelters, hand-held radio 
emergency notification communication capability, early morning priority 4 non-emergency transfers, and NFPA       
compliant wildland gloves. Analysis was conducted on accident/injury reporting, circumstances, affected injured area or 
property damage, and lost time utilizing statistical data to determine trends or specific issues.  
 
The safety Committee has defined three areas of concern that will be addressed in 2015. They include: 

 
An audit of NFPA 1500: Standards on Fire Department Safety and Health Programs  

Specific recommendations to address firefighter cancers 

Specific recommendations to address firefighter mental health issues 

 

The Safety Committee works for you. If there are occupational safety related concerns, questions you may have, or ideas 
you would like explored, please bring them to one of the members or direct them to your supervisor.  And keep those 
“SAFETY ALERTS” posted in the station and review them on-line. 

March’s East Fork training for ALL personnel is Incident Rehab. 
This training is mandatory for ALL responders.  

March 3, 17 & 24 will be held at the EOC and March 10 at Station 4. 
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OPS 
 David Fogerson, Deputy Chief  

 
Well, it has been some time since we produced a newsletter, but I think most everyone knows what is going on within 
Operations from the regular email updates unless they are stuck in your spam filter. Communications is always a hard 
thing: different people want to hear information in different ways. The only consistent way that I have found to get the 
message out is via email. This is not my best choice, but it seems to be the only choice most of the time. The newsletter 
is another, but it is the same media as an email. 

Some of the “big rocks” for operations in 2015 will be succession planning, strategic planning and carrying out our  
business plan, all while doing our primary mission: responding to almost 6,000 calls for service a year. Carrying out 
these activities will require more meta-leadership: that is working outside of our silo with our partners to obtain results. 
This year will be full of changes: some great ones and some not so great. We will lose an East Fork icon: Robert        
Lekumberry to retirement in the middle of the year, right as we change our name to East Fork Fire District. It is almost a 
fitting way to retire the East Fork Paramedic District name when we retire the last of the original clan. 

Our succession planning efforts does not stop at just Chief Lekumberry. We will promote Larry Goss to fill his spot and 
Jamie Buck to Captain to fill Goss’s spot. This will mean we will hire a new firefighter or firefighter/paramedic to fill 
Buck’s spot. In addition, we will be promoting 15 firefighters to engineer in February of 2016. This will require a lot of 
effort on everyone’s part as it will be a cultural change as much as an operational change. It will even require a robust 
plan to keep our EMS skills at the same level they are today. 

That is just the succession on the career side: what about our volunteer side? We lost two legends in January to           
retirement: George Wennhold and Mark Gonzales from Station 10. John Wise with Station 5 also recently retired. We 
are starting to see the retirement of our long-term volunteers who have helped us maintain the course. Who will be there 
to step into their shoes (with George, those are some pretty big shoes)? We always knew we could count on Water    
Tender 10 to come to a call because of the dedication of their members, but as we see more retirements, how will we fill 
the void? These are strategic planning items that we will all need to discuss as East Fork and not as pro-career or         
pro-volunteer: but rather as pro-East Fork using our stewardship role for our community.  

Speaking of EMS, we will see some major changes in the coming year. We will be looking at obtaining new cardiac 
monitors through either grants, leasing or loans. Our current fleet is aged almost beyond its useful life span. We have 
applied for Assistance for Firefighters Grant and are pursuing other means and the bake sale idea is not totally out of the 
question at this point. We are looking at a cost of almost $300,000 to replace the fleet. Additionally, faces have changed 
with our regional partners for EMS delivery: Carson and Tahoe Douglas have changed their EMS chiefs and we will as 
well with Chief Lekumberry’s retirement. An initial discussion has focused on some cost saving regionalization for    
purchasing, protocols and fighting to get a working trauma system and not the stand-alone trauma center program we 
have currently. All of these things are preliminary in nature, but we have discussed becoming united with other fire 
based EMS agencies in the Quad County to help each other out.  

Other EMS changes include behavioral health transports and behavioral health issues in general, return transfers to     
facilities or residences, determining the appropriateness of our against medical advice discharges and changes in       

Continued on Page 8 
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Medicaid billing practices. All of these efforts will help us gain efficiency by reducing recidivism and revenue if we 
practice meta-leadership and collaborate with our partners on joint solutions. We have to look at EMS with a business 
eye and not solely a government eye, but always keep our community stewardship as the driving goal. 

Public health is another issue we have to remain vigilant on in 2015 from both the individual and system perspective. We 
saw the spread of Ebola to the U.S. in 2014 with a healthcare system not prepared to handle it. The Ebola hype hid the 
bigger issue of a new respiratory disease that killed pediatric patients: EVD-68. We now see the return of a disease once 
thought under control: measles. MRSA is a common item in our long-term patients. This is an EMS issue, a public 
health issue and an emergency management issue that directly affects each of us every time we respond to a call. We 
have to stay up-to-date on infection control measures and emerging technology to stay in front of the next “bug” that 
comes to the scene. 

On the favorite topic for every spring is the upcoming wildland season. East Fork has a tremendous name in the wildland 
world because of each and everyone’s efforts in that arena. We have been fire tested as an organization and our off     
district and team folks have added greatly to our reputation. The continuing drought will probably shape what we see for 
fires this season: we may see more of the heavier fuels burning and less of the brush fires because we may lack the grass 
growth to carry those fires. We need to be concerned about the pinions in the Pine Nuts and the pines along Front this 
season. It will be a thinking person’s sport because conditions are changing from the norms that we all have grown    
accustomed to expecting.  

Well, that is probably enough rambling for one newsletter article. Remain the patient advocates that we are great at: this 
is stewardship. Be prepared for the changes that the retirements are bringing and be open minded to how we will       
continue to be a better East Fork as we have since it started. Change, be it good or bad, is painful and this year will see 
lots of change, just from what we know of will occur right now. We have a great family atmosphere and must keep that 
atmosphere regardless: it is our biggest draw for recruitment and retention. It also drives the outstanding customer      
service we delivery every day. Get out on those calls for service: 16 calls per day gives EVERYONE an opportunity to 
get to a call, there should be no excuse to serve our community. 
 

Ops, Continued from Page 7 

Elk's Club East Fork Fire Serving the Community Night  
On March 7, 2015 at 1800 hours three capable individuals selected by the battalion chiefs will be       
recognized by the Elk’s Club: 
 
Volunteer Firefighter of the Year 
Attack Firefighter Shawn Jackson is our Elk's Volunteer Firefighter of the Year for his dedication to the use of new 
technology integration at East Fork. He has provided his technology services to enhance the manner in which we can 
track volunteers that respond to incidents.  
 
Firefighter of the Year 
Firefighter Jeremy Hall is our Elk's Firefighter of the Year for his work on identifying gaps while finding solutions to 
enhance our provision of auto extrication for patients entrapped in motor vehicle collisions. His dedicated efforts      
increase the chance for survival from a motor vehicle collision. 
 
Firefighter/Paramedic of the Year 
Firefighter/Paramedic Jeff Cates is our Elk's Firefighter/Paramedic of the Year for his dedication and compassion as a 
paramedic. He is a long time firefighter who recently completed paramedic school and has worked diligently to improve 
the provision of integrated healthcare to residents of our District. 
 
Tickets are $18 a piece and we have some at the District Office for those of you who would like to attend and support 
Shawn, Jeremy and Jeff.  
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By Ron Haskins 

Stress: New study finds that it's contagious 
 
Can you catch stress? New research indicates that stress may be as contagious as the common cold.  

You eat at least five servings of fruits and vegetables every day. You wash your hands before every meal. You drink 
plenty of water. And you get lots of fresh air and exercise. You take your health seriously and do what you can to limit 
your exposure to germs and illnesses. But how are you protecting your mental health?  

New research shows that secondhand stress can be as contagious as the common cold. Prompting health experts to warn 
folks about the need to protect themselves from exposure to stress. 

The study, conducted by researchers from Saint Louis University, took a closer look at how susceptible strangers were to 
what they dubbed 'secondhand stress.' In their experiment, the team asked some of the study participants to perform a 
public speaking or mental arithmetic challenge while a second group of participants watched. They measured the levels 
of cortisol and a stress-related salivary enzyme in both the speakers and the observers. 

They found that the stress response in the witnesses was "proportional to that of their paired speakers and not influenced 
by gender." It's like the stress of the speakers was contagious - passed on to the observers through things like tone of 
voice, facial expressions, posture and even odor. 

What's the big deal about a secondhand stress? A little stress is probably no big deal. But continued exposure to stress 
can lead to a whole host of health issues ranging from headaches to heart disease. 

How can you protect yourself from this extra stress? One way is to identify the people in your life that always appear to 
be stressed-out. A co-worker, a family member, a Facebook friend. If possible, limit your exposure to this person. If 
that's not realistic, at least minimize how much of their stress gets passed on to you. Take a few deep breaths and try 
these tips for beating stress. 

 1. Don't be so damned conscientious. Take a day off. 
 
 2. Create a three-legged life. Add balance to your home, your work and yourself to create a buffer against stress. 
 
 3. Focus on somebody besides numero uno. Try focusing on others. Showing respect and appreciation for others 
 has an amazing ability to diffuse obsessive thoughts and behavior caused by preoccupation with the self. 
 
 4. Twist yourself into a pretzel and laugh. 
 
 5. Give yourself a hand. Try acupressure for a quick stress release. Massage the fleshy part between the thumb 
 and index finger of one hand for 30 seconds with the thumb and first two fingers of your other hand. 
 
 6. Meditate. 
 
 7.Unleash the oxytocin. Kissing, hugging, even holding hands can reduce stress because it raises levels of     
 oxytocin, the hormone associated with bonding and love. 
 
Source: http://www.mnn.com/health/fitness-well-being/blogs/stress-new-study-finds-that-its-contagious 
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Although mainly pertaining to the covered employees within East Fork Fire Protection District, some of the information 
throughout this and future newsletters will hopefully give everyone an insight to the benefits world as we see it, as well 
as future changes that can affect all of us globally.   

 
As we are already starting our 3rd month into the New Year, a reminder to all that the benefits provided are in full swing 
and that our committee is and has been hard at work handling issues as they arise; most of the issues brought forward 
involved the transition of the deductibles from Prominence Health (Old St. Mary’s) to Cigna. These issues, although 
time consuming, have been handled with great care and professionalism from our account services folks with LP        
Insurance (information to follow) showing the true working relationship we have with them.   

 
Our Team: 
 
Who’s who? The Benefits Committee was assembled to act as an advisory to Chief Carlini and to work with employees 
on health plan renewals and benefit related questions and issues.  The following is a list of the individuals who form the 
benefits committee.  Feel free to contact them with questions or concerns.  

 
 Lisa Owen – 782-9996    lowen@eastforkfire.org 

Roy Minor – 781-2006 – Station 12 “B” shift    rminor@eastforkfire.org 
Sky Dwinell – 266-3780 – Station 4 “A” shift     sdwinell@eastforkfire.org  
Chad Sheldrew (alternate) – 266-3780 – Station 4 “C” shift       csheldrew@eastforkfire.org  
Jon Plumer (alternate) – 783-6471 – Station 7 “C” shift     jplumer@eastforkfire.org 
 

LP Insurance is the largest employee benefits brokerage and consulting firm in Nevada. They are headquartered in Reno 
and specialize in public employers’ benefit plans. Their employee benefits team has over 150 years of collective     
healthcare and health insurance experience. East Fork employees and their family members have a Dedicated Employee 
Benefit’s Team at LP, designed to deliver proactive and prompt service. Below is some information on these team    
members and an outline of the services they’re available to provide.  
 
Letty Quintana – Account Manager -  Letty is responsible for daily account management with particular focus on   
client relations, issue resolution, and plan marketing. She educates and assists with benefit plan enrollment,                 
implementation, education and issue resolution. She can help educate employees on their benefits and, additionally, she 
can assist with unresolved carrier issues such as eligibility, plan transition, network, providers, claims and more.   

(775) 996-6025            Letty.Quintana@lpins.net 
 

Kevin Monaghan – Consultant - Responsible for overall account management with particular focus on compliance, 
client relations, financial and strategic issues. Kevin is also available to assist with unresolved carrier issues, and to    
answer questions. 

(775) 996-6016         Kevin.Monaghan@lpins.net 
 
Please feel free to contact any of the members listed above for any additional help. If uncomfortable talking to any of the 
East Fork – Benefits Committee members contact Letty Quintana or Kevin Monaghan directly.   
 

Next Newsletter 
EOB’s and Deductibles (OH BOY WATCH OUT!) 

Our Mission:  
To provide the best possible benefit 
choices to our employees! 


